2021 DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY POOL PUMP REGULATION CHANGE

Learn how you can meet new
energy-efficiency regulations
and save money.
Upgrade to a Pentair variable speed
or variable speed and flow pump to
get the most out of your pool.
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But, not all pumps are created equal...
SINGLE SPEED PUMPS
Like a switch, single speed pumps have two settings:
on or off. While they are the least expensive option, single speed
pumps run at full speed when they’re on—causing excess wear &
tear on your equipment and decreasing its longevity. Then they
turn off to save energy. Leaving stagnant, unsanitary water.

Under the new DOE regulations, most single speed pumps
will fall out of compliance. And those that meet the energy
efficiency requirements, may not have strong enough
performance for your pool.

POOR PUMP PERFORMANCE CAN LEAD TO:
• Unsanitary pool

• Increased wear & tear

• Poor water clarity

• More frequent filter cleaning

• Requires more chlorine

• Shorter pump lifetime

*Source: “Make A Savings Splash With An Energy Star® Certified Pool Pump.” www.energystar.gov

With variable speed technology, you can save money
and energy without sacrificing performance.
VARIABLE SPEED PUMPS
Similar to a multi-speed fan, variable speed pumps can be set
at several different speeds. Lower speeds are better for equipment
longevity, energy savings and water quality. However, pump speed
may require adjusting as the filter loads to maintain consistent flow.

VARIABLE SPEED FLOW PUMPS
Variable speed & flow pumps work like a programmable
thermostat. They auto-regulate their speed to keep flow
constant. So you can set it and forget it. With consistent flow,
you can rest assured your pool will always look great and
perform at its best.

The benefits of variable speed and variable speed & flow pumps.
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When you choose a Pentair variable speed or variable speed &
flow pump, you’re choosing high performance products from
the company who introduced the variable speed category.
INTELLIFLO® VSF PUMP
With the IntelliFlo VSF pump, you can enjoy the ease
of cruise control—for your pool.
IntelliFlo is the first variable speed & flow pump that
adjusts to changing system conditions. It maintains
desired flow and performance by automatically
adjusting its speed to compensate for filter loading,
water features and more.

SUPERFLO® VST PUMP
The SuperFlo VST Variable Speed Pool Pump features
sophisticated technology in a simple to operate pump.
Designed for pool owners who are practical and like to
save, the SuperFlo VST pump has a dependable and
robust Totally Enclosed Fan Cooled motor and can adapt
to 115V or 230V and 50hz or 60hz power with no special
wiring or switching.

INTELLIPRO® VSF PUMP
Experience the precision of the IntelliPro VSF pump,
along with higher efficiency, savings and performance.
This innovative dual-technology pump ensures the desired
flow and performance is maintained, even as your pool’s
conditions change. And, with the IntelliPro VSF pump, the
rest of your equipment performs at optimal levels. The
IntelliPro VSF variable speed and flow pump is just another
in a long line of innovative products from Pentair.
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